
The backbone of the fibrepoint® network is a Dc48 compatible hybrid cable. Its design provides 
for 2 Plastic Optical Fibres (POF) and two copper conductors. This combination is used to provide 
high speed data and a low voltage 48V DC supply to each outlet in the fibrepoint® system.

POF makes installation simple; it can be easily cut, there is no need to polish the fibre and no 
special tools are required for installation. The fibrepoint® hybrid cable uses two separate POF 
cores that provide great flexibility for the overall cable, which is important when installing in the 
confined spaces found in the home.

The fibrepoint® hybrid cable contains both the Plastic Optical Fibre and the copper conductors 
within a low smoke, zero halogen over jacketing.  Individual optical fibers are 1.5mm in diameter 
with a 1mm optical core and a 0.5 numerical aperture (NA) the copper cores can be specified 
according to the application and can provide up to 100 watts per fibrepoint® WallPort outlet.

To make installation simpler an easy pull rip cord allows you to strip the outer jacket without 
damaging the fibre inside.

All fibrepoint® connections are designed to be push fit, so no special tooling is required to 
terminate this cable. All together we think this is the most user friendly Dc48 data cable available 
today. 

Although fibrepoint® system is currently running at 100Mb the Plastic Optical Fibre is designed 
to run at 200Mb and has been tested at Gigabit speeds so, as future hardware evolves, it should 
be possible to upgrade the network to these speeds without replacing the cable infrastructure.
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Hybrid POF / Copper cable

• Individual Fibres 
for enhanced 
flexibility

• Simple installation 
No specialist tool 
required

• Part of a Low 
Voltage Dc48 
Compatible 
System

1  Plastic Optical Fibre, Simplex, 1mm core, 0.5 N/A, 
marked jacket

2  Plastic Optical Fibre, Simplex, 1.5mm including 
plain white jacket

3  Solid annealed copper wire, 0.5mm diameter, 
with LSZH, red jacket (approx AWG 24)

4  Solid annealed copper wire, 0.5mm diameter, 
with LSZH, black jacket (approx AWG 24)

5  Aramid fibre ripcord
red

6  Outer jacket, LSZH, 
white, 4.8mm diameter
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